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Acta Sanctæ Sedis
Musicæ Sacræ (On Sacred Music)
Encyclical of the Servant of God, Pope Pius XII - December 25, 1955
Part - VI
This should be of the Western Church itself. It is Our
done especially hope that the selection of sacred eastern
at the time when cate- rite hymns--which the Pontifical Institute
chetical instruction is of Oriental Studies, with the help of the
being given to the Pontifical Institute of Sacred Music, is
Christian people. This
busily working to complete--will achieve
may be done more good doctrinal and practical results. Thus
easily and readily in
eastern rite seminarians, well trained in
this age of ours than sacred chant, can make a significant contriwas possible in times past, because transla- bution to enhancing the beauty of God's
tions of the liturgical texts into the ver- house after they have been ordained
nacular tongues and explanations of these
priests.
texts in books and pamphlets are available.
It is not Our intention in what We
These works, produced in almost every
have just said in praise and comcountry by learned writers, can effectively mendation of the Gregorian chant to exhelp and enlighten the faithful to under- clude sacred polyphonic music from the
stand and share in what is said by the rites of the Church. If this polyphonic
sacred ministers in the Latin language.
music is endowed with the proper qualiIt is quite obvious that what We
ties, it can be of great help in increasing
have said briefly here about Gre- the magnificence of divine worship and of
gorian chant applies mainly to the Latin moving the faithful to religious disposiRoman Rite of the Church. It can also,
tions. Everyone certainly knows that many
however, be applied to a certain extent to polyphonic compositions, especially those
the liturgical chants of other rites--either to that date from the 16th century, have an
those of the West, such as the Ambrosian, artistic purity and richness of melody
Gallican or Mozarabic, or to the various
which render them completely worthy of
eastern rites.
accompanying and beautifying the
For as all of these display in their Church's sacred rites.
liturg ical ceremonies and formulas
Although over the course of the
of prayer the marvelous abundance of the
centuries genuine polyphonic art
Church, they also, in their various liturgi- gradually declined and profane melodies
cal chants, preserve treasures which must often crept into it, during recent decades
be guarded and defended to prevent not
the indefatigable labors of experts have
only their complete disappearance, but also brought about a restoration. The works of
any partial loss or distortion.
the old composers have been carefully
Among the oldest and most out- studied and proposed as models to be
standing monuments of sacred imitated and rivaled by mo dmusic the liturgical chants of the different ern composers.
eastern rites hold a highly important place.
So it is that in the
Some of the melodies of these chants,
basilicas, cathedrals
modified in accordance with the character and churches of religious
of the Latin liturgy, had a great influence communities these magnifion the composition of the musical works cent works of the old masters
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